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Winnie Mandela, a heroine of the
Liberation struggles

By: Lincoln Lewis

Winnie Madikizela Mandela
Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.

While Winnie Madikizela-Mandela

departed this earthly plain on Monday, 2nd

April, her rich history is cemented in the

foundation of society and a solid rock for

all who dare hope for self-determination,

dignity and equality, and are determined

to fight for these. She was no ordinary

woman. She blazed a trail where men

would cower, stood in the face of adver-

sity, not only staring it down, but daring it

to stop her.

The “Long Walk to Freedom,” is the

title of her husband Nelson Mandela’s au-

tobiography, which shares his life’s jour-

ney and philosophy – among these lines

were the indomitable strength and formi-

dable role of a wife who kept the struggle

alive and aspiration for freedom burning.

For those 27 years Nelson was impris-

oned and isolated from the world, it was

Winnie who walked that walk.

She travelled the world, met with lead-

ers and any who would listen to her, put-

ting perspective and understanding to the

liberation struggles of Southern African.

She used her grace and wit to draw people

into her passion. And whereas I never met

her, the energy and commitment she ex-

uded for the people and their cause were

felt.

I had the honour of meeting Nelson in

Hungary after his release from prison. He

was on a visit to that country as I was

attending an international trade union con-

ference. He was of genteel steel, which

made me feel that such was undoubtedly

fueled and sharpened by his wife’s mili-

tancy. The saying behind every good man

is a better woman is not without merit.

Nelson’s years behind bars undoubt-

edly would have had an impact in inform-

ing and shaping his approach to life and

strategy in moving to liberate South Af-

rica and assuming the role of presidency,

which was his to decline. It need not be

taken for granted, as he went through this

transition, how important was the militancy

of Winnie – who was physically less con-

strained – to keep the struggle going, the

fight for his and others release, and the

people’s aspiration that apartheid would

be toppled and white domination would

come to an end.

Winnie was a modern day Cleopatra

in the manner she proceeded to conquer

her detractors. She not only hit on the

doors of friendly politicians, nations, trade

unionists and religious leaders, she also

succeeded in rallying the global academic

community to the cause.

During Nelson’s incarceration, univer-

sities across the world accredited him hon-

orary degrees, which elevated him and

cemented that the struggle was legitimate,

deliberative and consequential. This was

rejection to protagonists and apologists

of apartheid, and the apartheid-led South

African government.

Winnie was operating at a time when

South Africa’s Constitution did not see

Blacks as equal. On the international

scene, the powerful West was aligned with

the apartheid-led government. With un-

relenting determination, her (and the

people’s) militancy influenced the West to

see the justification of their struggle. The

West ultimately played a role, through

media, non-governmental institutions, the

legislature and executive, in toppling this

system.

Guyana, though small in size, Winnie

and the people of Southern Africa knew

they could have counted on us to support

their struggle at regional and international

fora. Her influencing political persona –

though without governmental office and

acceptance of legitimacy in her country –

to mobilise and galvanise people, local and

abroad, was unmatched.

When Nelson walked free from prison,

on 11th February 1990, holding her hand,

that clenched fist of hers stabbing at the

air was testimony of a phenomenal

woman, who ferociously challenged the

apartheid system,   See page...............9

MLK’s Assassination

Martin Luther King Jr. was assassi-

nated in Memphis, Tennessee, on April

4, 1968, an event that sent shock waves

reverberating around the world. 

A Baptist Minister and Founder of the

Southern Christian Leadership Confer-

ence (SCLC), Rev. King had led the civil

rights movement since the mid-1950s,

using a combination of impassioned

speeches and

nonviolent pro-

tests to fight seg-

regation and

achieve significant

civil-rights ad-

vances for African

Americans. Rev.

King’s assassina

            tion led to an out-

pouring of anger among black Americans,

as well as a period of national mourning

that helped speed the way for an equal

housing bill that would be the last signifi-

cant legislative achievement of the civil

rights era.

The fiftieth anniversary of Rev. King’s

assassination was marked with demon-

strations in scores of American cities with

banners bearing themes like “We are the

fire that water will not put out”, and “We

shall win through persistence and resis-

tance”

  BACKGROUND

In the last years of his life, Rev. King

faced mounting criticism from young Af-

rican-American activists who favored a

more confrontational approach to seek-

ing change. These young radicals stuck

closer to the ideals of the black national-

ist leader Malcolm X (himself assassinated

in 1965), who had condemned King’s

advocacy of nonviolence  See page..........2

By: Carlyle Harry
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MLK’s Assassination
(Continued from cover page)    as “criminal” in the face of the

continuing repression that African Americans were enduring.

Martin Luther King iii during a Television interview, pointed

out that at the time of his father’s death, the latter’s efforts were

so hated by different Forces and Interest Groups that his ap-

proval rate had sunk to 28%.

The son emphasized that President Johnson was particu-

larly angry with his father because of his criticisms of America’s

involvement in the Vietnam War.

As a result of this opposition, King sought to widen his

appeal beyond his own race, speaking out publicly against

the Vietnam War and working to form a coalition of poor Ameri-

cans- black and white alike- to address such issues as poverty

and unemployment.** Among the witnesses at King’s assassi-

nation was Jesse Jackson, one of his closest aides. Ordained as

a minister soon after King’s death, Jackson went on to form

Operation PUSH (People United to Save Humanity) and to

run twice for U.S. president, in 1984 and 1988.

In the spring of 1968, while preparing for a planned march

to Washington in order to lobby Congress on behalf of the poor,

Rev. King and other SCLC members were called to

Memphis, Tennessee, to support a sanitation workers’ strike.

On the night of April 3, Rev. King gave a speech at the Mason

Temple Church in Memphis.

In that speech, Rev. King seemed to foreshadow his own

untimely passing, or at least to strike a particularly reflective

note, ending with those now-historic words: “I’ve seen the prom-

ised land. I may not get there with you. But I want you to know

tonight, that we, as a people, will get to the Promised Land.

And I’m happy tonight. I’m not worried about anything. I’m

not fearing any man. Mine eyes have seen the glory of the com-

ing of the Lord.”

Just after 6 p.m. the following day, Rev. King was standing

on the second-floor balcony of the Lorraine Motel, where he

and his associates were staying, when a sniper’s bullet struck

him in the neck. He was rushed to a hospital, where he was

pronounced dead about an hour later, at the age of 39.

Shock and distress over the news of Rev. King’s death

sparked rioting in more than 100 cities around the country, in-

cluding burning and looting. Amid a wave of national mourning,

President Lyndon B. Johnson urged Americans to “reject the

blind violence” that had killed Rev. King, whom he called the

“apostle of nonviolence.”

The President also called on Congress to speedily pass

the civil rights legislation saying that it would be it a fitting legacy

to the Rev. King and his life’s work. On April 11, President

Johnson signed   the Fair Housing Act, a major piece of civil

rights’ legislation.

On June 8, Authorities apprehended the suspect in Rev.

King’s murder, a small-time criminal named James Earl Ray, at

London’s Heathrow Airport. Witnesses had seen him running

from a boarding house near the Lorraine Motel carrying a bundle;

prosecutors said he fired the fatal bullet from a bathroom in that

building. Authorities found Ray’s fingerprints on the rifle used to

kill Rev. King, a scope and a pair of binoculars.

On March 10, 1969, Ray pleaded guilty to King’s murder

and was sentenced to 99 years in prison. No testimony was

heard in his trial. Shortly afterwards, however, Ray recanted his

confession, claiming he was the victim of a conspiracy.

Ray later found sympathy in an unlikely place: Members of

King’s family, including his son Dexter, who publicly met with

Ray in 1977 and began arguing for a reopening of his case.

Though the U.S. government conducted several investigations

into the trial- each time confirming Ray’s guilt as the sole assas-

sin- controversy still surrounds the assassination.

At the time of Ray’s death in 1998, King’s widow Coretta

Scott King (who in the weeks after her husband’s death had

courageously continued the campaign to aid the striking Mem-

phis sanitation workers and carried on his mission of social

change through nonviolent means) publicly lamented that

“America will never have the benefit of Mr. Ray’s trial, which

would have produced new revelations about the killimg as well

as establish the facts concerning Mr. Ray’s innocence.”

Though blacks and whites alike mourned Rev. King’s pass-

ing, the killing in some ways served to widen the rift between

black and white Americans, as many blacks saw Rev. King’s

assassination as a rejection of their vigorous pursuit of equality

through the nonviolent resistance he had championed.

His murder, like the killing of Malcolm X in 1965, radicalized

many moderate African-American activists, fueling the growth

of the Black Power movement and the Black Panther Party in

the late 1960s and early 1970s.

Rev. King has remained the most widely known African-

American leader of his era, and the most public face of the civil

rights movement, along with its most eloquent voice.

A campaign to establish a national holiday in his honor began

almost immediately after his death,...President Ronald

Reagan signed the King Holiday bill into law in 1983.

THE ASSASSINATION 

THE ASSASSINATION’S IMPACT

With this article,
the CSJAD is keeping its people
up to date
as we celebrate
the rich history
and we preserve the legacy
of Martin Luther
—a Freedom-Fighter, 
and international Leader.

CSJAD Working Breakfast
On April 14th, the Centre for Social Justice and Develop-

ment hosted a successful ‘Working Breakfast’ for representa-

tives of community organizations operating in the TRI-State Area.

Above-PNC stalwart Vincent Britton presents a plaque to Richard John in the
absence of his father Llewellyn John.

During the Closing Plenary it was
agreed to explore whether the
North America Guyanese Diaspora
be constituted as a ‘Community.’
The primary question debated in the
workshops was what  role if any
should the Diaspora play in national
development.

Nationals will have the oppor-
tunity to debate such possibilities at
a teleconference set for Thursday,
May 4th. at 9:00 p.m. EST.

_____________
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The New Road’ serves as an instrument to
inform the Guyanese Diaspora. It is a monthly
publication of the Centre For Social Justice
And Development Inc.
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relevancy. The views expressed are those of
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Remember Change

Begins From Within

Each Of Us

Join Other

Concerned

Nationals And

Fashion The

New Guyana!

The Constitution
of Guyana makes
provision for the

President to deter-
mine the authority,
functions and pow-
ers of Ministers of
the government.

CSJADCSJADCSJADCSJADCSJAD calls for a
National Commission

to investigate

Racial UnityRacial UnityRacial UnityRacial UnityRacial Unity

The resources of
Guyana are better
spent on the eco-
nomic and social

progress of citizens.

Where are the Elders? Our youth need them

Indians are watching
the hypocrisy of

African Guyanese –
                          Freddie Kissoon

I have always been one who strives to

speak the truth as it is and not refer to a

spade as a garden tool rather than by its

correct nomenclature a spade.

I know for a fact that the statements

that follow may be a hard pill to swallow

but then again pill taking is always a start

to situational or conditional remediation.

Looking at the recent spate of heinous

crimes being committed by young people

in Guyana I cannot help but join in the

journey towards an answer. Our young

people are in desperate need of leader-

ship and for the elders to display guid-

ance in order to navigate through life as it

exists in present day Guyana.     

Yes, many of today’s youth do not re-

spect their elders and truthfully I cannot

say that I totally blame them as many el-

ders themselves have not displayed

behaviours that would evoke respect,

other than the fact that they are elders.

Now read my writing and not my lips –

an elder does not mean the same as a se-

nior citizen. One does not have to be a

senior citizen to be an elder in the com-

munity, but typically a person who has

more years behind them than they have

ahead of them should be deemed a su-

preme elder, but there are also younger

folks who have experienced things in life

and can lend to this discussion and call to

action.

While we cannot blame everything that

happens on one group of individuals, in

similar manner we must also take some

responsibility for what we have allowed

to happen in our communities especially

perpetrated by our young people. There

are several external forces that significantly

contribute to and exacerbate these issues,

while the external resources that are avail-

able are in actuality ineffective in mitigat-

ing the problem. It is almost like a Catch

22 situation.

Another factor is that many of today’s

elders are totally unlike their predeces-

sors who did not sit by idly and use some

sort of back dam or back- a- yard type

of reasoning to remain silent about the is-

sues that plagued their communities.

As we speak there are many in

Guyana who see the drugs being sold in

their communities, along with knowing

who the sellers are, yet instead of dealing

with it in house, the other cheek is turned

and things uttered like: “that ain’t my prob-

lem”, “let the police do their job” .

Many are also witnesses to the crimes

in their communities, that have taken lives

and are disrupting families on a daily ba-

sis, and again instead of dealing with it in

house, the same response as earlier is ut-

tered.

Although we may not like to hear the

narrative, nevertheless the truth of the

matter still remains that Guyanese are kill-

ing Guyanese, committing crimes against

one another and it is a real issue that is

negatively impact g communities.. Every

day the local newspaper or media is re-

plete with news about a senseless killing

over a senseless matter; an unsolved mur-

der, armed robberies, home invasions.

Elders must step up and play the role

in dealing with this issue because it ap-

pears that the elders are of the opinion

that they are no longer needed to edu-

cate, equip and empower the young

people to prepare them for the current

realities of Guyana, and how the country

views them.

Pray say, what has happened to the

people who looked out for each other,

who knew everyone in and everything

about the neighbourhood. They were the

absolute master and mistress of looking

out their window day and night and some-

how or other being able to miraculously

report to the patents/guardians everything

that was going on. They literally put the

fear of God in all who knew them. Let

me make it clear. Everyone who was up

to no good knew that so and so who lived

in such and such a house would snitch on

them the moment they saw something un-

usual. You never saw the curtains pull so

you never know when he or she had an

eye full.

We are no stranger growing up in

Guyana to a neighbour or resident on our

street, and although at the time we may

not have liked him or her then, can now

come to appreciate what they were do-

ing for our neighborhood and community.

The action that he/ she took were (al-

though we did not think or feel so at the

time) being done because they wanted to

protect us and protect the community

they lived in, invested in and cherished.

Whether there are those who may

think otherwise or find an inability to ac-

cept it, but the neighbour-See page.........5

By: Yvonne Sam
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Maintaining the strides

The Center for Social Justice and Development is continu-

ing its strides and efforts towards involving the Diaspora in the

social and economic development of Guyana.

Having recently concentrated a lot of time and attention on

fostering racial and political unity in the Birthland via symposia

and a Commission of Inquiry,...The CSJAD is next hosting a

Working Breakfast in Brooklyn New York on April 14th, 2018.

That working breakfast will consider ways and means of

intensifying the Diaspora’s integration into Guyana’s develop-

ment plans and projects.

Executive-Director of the CSJAD —Tony Jones and his

planning team have to be complimented for the energetic inertia

that they are showing to integrate overseas Guyanese in the

development of their country.

Carlyle Harry

Dr. King’s legacy– We cannot afford to stop. We are too

far from the mountain top
Even in our sleep pain, which cannot forget falls drop

by drop upon the heart, until in our despair against our will

comes wisdom through the awful grace of God.  Aeschylus

On April 4, 2018, the nation of America marked 50 years

since Dr. Martin Luther King was assassinated as he stood on

the balcony of the Lorraine Motel.    

On the day that King was assassinated he was in Mem-

phis fighting for fair wages for the sanitation workers. Now fast

forward 50 years later, in the same America where he was killed,

and the same America where he openly voiced his dream for

the world to hear, nothing much has happened.

We cannot hide society is still plagued by the racial divide.

Blacks still continue to chase the dream. More than half of the

African American workers earn below $15.00 per hour, and

income equality has increased. Superimposed on this already

troubling situation is the fact that today the white supremacists

are boldly and with marked frequency espousing their views.

Racism remains an omnipresent force deeply implicated in ev-

ery aspect of Black lives.

Dr. King is not alive today and would be shocked  if not

stunned at how little has changed in terms of Blacks encounters

with the criminal justice system and law enforcement officers.

MLK’s fight was never just about race or just about end-

ing certain practices and racial entitlements.

Plainly put and factually stated. Dr. King’s was teaching us

that racialism which unites us to much of reality, including the

reality of our potential as individuals. It is deeply lamentable

that 50 years after his death we still need leaders to remind us

of this fact, and worse yet is the fact that none among our cur-

rent crop of leaders seems capable of filling that role. So we

cannot stop for we are still a way off from the mountain top.

Dr. King’ dream, or so it seems may soon be a nightmare.

Attainment of his legacy still an illusion. His mountaintop still

appears in sight but we won’t get there without a fight.

Yvonne Sam

There is no triumphalism in the USA, Britain or France

over the recent missile strike in Syria.

The mood is rather defensive. Indeed, evidence is still lack-

ing on the alleged chemical attacks in Douma, which was the

alibi for the missile strike. There are no tall claims, either, as

regards the effectiveness of the missile strike in military terms.   

On the contrary, Damascus is in upbeat mood. April 14

has been declared a day of celebrations. After all, the Syrian

forces single-handedly faced the Western assault. The Russian

reports underscore that Syrian air defence system was highly

effective. The Defence Ministry said in Moscow that there were

no Syrian casualties. Moscow attests that the Syrians shot down

as many as 71 missiles out of the total 103 fired by the USA,

UK and France. Neither Washington nor London and Paris

has so far contradicted the Russian assessment.

President Donald Trump is the solitary voice crowing about

the missile attack. He tweeted bombastically:

So proud of our Military that will soon be, after the spend-

ing of fully approved dollars, the finest that our Country has

ever had. There won’t be anything, or anyone, even close!

But Trump was grandstanding in front of the domestic au-

dience and avoided making any specific claims about the suc-

cess of the strike by his “smart” missiles. 

The military balance in Syria now comes into play. For the

Syrian regime, this is baptism under fire. Only recently, the Syr-

ians had shot down an Israeli jet. Now they have scored 70% .

The Syrians are equipped with Soviet-era air defence sys-

tems developed in the 1960s. What if the Russians upgrade the

systems? This is exactly what the head of Russian General Staff’s

Main Operations Directorate Colonel-General Sergei Rudskoi

hinted in Moscow.

“A few years ago, taking into account a pressing request

from some of our partners, we abandoned the supplies of the

S-300 missile systems to Syria. Considering the latest develop-

ments, we deem it possible to get back to discussing this issue,

not only in relation to Syria, but to other countries as well.”

No doubt, it will be a game changer if Russia equips the

Syrian army with deterrent power to inflict unaffordable costs

on potential aggressors. Iran has shown how such a strategy

can work when it helped the Hezbollah in Lebanon to acquire

deterrence against Israel.

In fact, Jerusalem Post newspaper has highlighted the Rus-

sian general’s remark. The paper notes that if Moscow carries

out the threat, “Israel’s air superiority is at risk of being chal-

lenged in one of its most difficult arenas. And its just a matter of

time before an Israeli pilot is killed.”

Syrian air defenses are largely Soviet-era systems, com-

prised of SA-2s, SA-5s and SA-6s, as well as more sophisti-

cated tactical surface-to-air missiles such as the SA-17 and

SA-22 systems. The most up-to-date system that Moscow has

supplied to the Syrian regime is the short range Pantsir S-1 that

shot down drones and missiles when they flew over Syria.

The advanced S-300 would be a major upgrade to Syrian

air defenses and pose a threat to Israeli jets as the long-range

missile defense system can track objects like aircraft and ballis-

tic missiles over a range of 300 kilometers.

The system’s engagement radar, which can guide up to 12

missiles simultaneously, helps guide the missiles toward the tar-

get. With two missiles per target, each launcher vehicle can en-

gage up to six targets at once.

Col.-Gen. Rudskoi chose his words carefully hinting that

Russia could also supply countries other than Syria  (Venezu-

ela, North Korea, Lebanon, Iraq). The remark stems from

Putin’s statement on the USA attack on Syria when he said,

“The escalation around Syria is destructive for the entire system

of international relations. History will set things right…”

Trump’s impetuosity to attack Syria is in defiance of the

international system and it may open a Pandora’s Box. Ironically,

Israel, as “frontline state”, has the highest stakes if the unwritten

understanding between the USA and Russia unravels. – Mos-

cow had collaborated with the Barack Obama administration

and Israel to slow down the supply of S-300 missiles to Iran. –

Equally, Turkey will have to rethink further land grab in Syria if

Damascus regains control of its air space.

M K Bhadrakumar
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Trade wars in no one’s interest
By: Sir Ronald Sanders

____________________

Where are the Elders? Our youth need them

The Government of the People’s Republic of China wrote

to the Chairperson of the Dispute Settlement Body (DSB) of

the World Trade Organisation (WTO) on April 4, registering a

dispute with the Government of United States of America over

duties that would be applied by the U.S. only to China’s prod-

ucts.

The Chinese action was a response to the publication on

April 3 of a list of products by the U.S. that would attract an

additional ad valorem duty of 25 percent on entry into the U.S.

market. According to China’s submission, the U.S. measures

“appear to be inconsistent with the relevant provisions of WTO

covered agreements”, including the General Agreement on Tar-

iffs and Trade.

The first step in this DSB process is “consultation” be-

tween China and the U.S. to determine whether the dispute

could be settled by discussion between them. If the consulta-

tion fails, a long process follows of trying to agree on an Arbi-

tration Panel, hearings by the Panel and probably appeals against

the Panel’s decision if either of the parties find it unacceptable.

During all this time, the U.S. duties on the Chinese goods

would remain, harming their competitiveness in the U.S. mar-

ket, and driving up the price of these goods to the U.S. con-

sumer.

The U.S. Government claims that its decision to impose

tariffs on Chinese goods comes after years of failed efforts by

previous administrations to get Beijing to change its behaviour,

which unfairly advantages China’s goods and services.

While the Chinese government took the formal step of register-

ing a trade dispute with the U.S. over the proposed imposition

of tariffs on its products, it also retaliated by announcing a list of

U.S. exports worth about $50 billion that it plans to target with

a new set of duties. So, despite the WTO mechanism, set-up

specifically for settling trade disputes within an internationally

agreed framework, the trade war between the U.S. and China

is escalating.

During his campaign for election, and since his assumption

of office, President Trump has blamed unfair Chinese trade prac-

tices for the U.S. trade deficit with China, which has now reached

$375 billion. In response, the Chinese have contended that U.S.

fiscal policies and export controls are mostly to blame.

Several countries, mostly European, have also been saying that

China’s trade practices are unfair, but none of them has gone as

far as the U.S. in unilaterally imposing tariffs that have provoked

a tit-for-tat reaction from China. Even the Business Roundtable

in the US has said that the U.S. administration “should work

with its allies on an approach that advances meaningful reform

in China without imposing serious harm on America’s economy.”

Clearly, they recognise three things: first, the rise in costs

of Chinese imports will push-up the cost of living for the U.S. as

well as affect the viability of some U.S. manufacturers who rely

on less costly inputs available from China; second, U.S. farm-

ers will suffer from the retaliatory tariffs applied to their goods

entering the Chinese market; and third, as Mark Zandi, chief

economist at Moody’s Analytics, has pointed out, the U.S.-

China tariffs war could cost the US almost 190,000 jobs.

Eventually, both the U.S. and Chinese economies will suffer. So

too will the rest of the world. For as these two giant economies

decline, their capacity to serve as engines of growth for the

global economy will also wane, causing an international slump.

Small developing countries will be the first to feel the pain.

What is also significant about all this for small countries is that

the WTO machinery is being side-lined. It is significant, be-

cause as the WTO is shunted aside in favour of bilateral trade

agreements with no international arbitration, small countries will

be disadvantaged in trade negotiations with more powerful na-

tions, and they will have no independent machinery to which to

appeal in the event of a dispute.

African, Caribbean and Pacific (ACP) countries have al-

ready suffered from agreeing a so-called Economic Partnership

Agreement (EPA) with the 28 European Union (EU) countries

outside of WTO agreements. The result is that EU countries

gained much more than the limits set by the WTO and the ACP

countries have no resort to an independent, international mecha-

nism for arbitrating disputes.

Alongside the U.S.-China trade war, the other trade issue

that should be of concern to Caribbean states is the future of

the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) between

the U.S., Canada and Mexico. At the insistence of the U.S.,

discussions have been going-on between these three countries

to change the terms of the Agreement. Each of the three coun-

tries is a trading partner of the Caribbean, although the Carib-

bean has a greater interest in the prosperity of the U.S. and

Canadian economies, given that they are primary sources of

tourism and remittances as well as markets for Caribbean goods.

An important aspect of the NAFTA discussions has been

arbitration of disputes. The U.S. favours bilateral discussion in-

stead of the present mechanism of an impartial tribunal. But, as

small countries, such as Antigua and Barbuda, have learned to

their detriment, they cannot hope for justice in a bilateral nego-

tiation with a powerful country like the U.S. whose agents can

choose not to honour obligations, and even not to negotiate.

The WTO system is imperfect. It cannot enforce judge-

ments arising from a trade dispute. But it can provide impartial

hearing and judgement. And, as imperfect as it is in enforcing

judgements, it is far better than leaving small states to the mercy,

or lack of it, of the powerful.

Trade wars, such as the ones the world now witnesses,

create instability and decline; meaningful discussion of unfair trade

practices in a global framework, where culprits are made to

change their behaviour by the weight of collective international

negotiation and agreement, is far more constructive.

(Continued from page....3) hood snitch saved many of us from

making bad decisions and horrible mistakes that could have

harmed others and brought shame to parents and communities

alike.

Collectively we have been far too quick to blame the gov-

ernment, the media or anyone that looks like we can blame,

instead of looking in the mirror at ourselves. We need to stop

lying to ourselves about where we are as a people and face it

head on. We need to stop pacifying each other and tell the truth

about things so that we can acknowledge those things.

We will need to overlook the wrongs that have been done to

us or what has been taken from us, so that we do not allow our

young people to grow up with a survival of the fittest mentality

as opposed to one where we can work together to solve and

address many  of the existing problems in Guyana.

Simply put this is a plea for the elders to bridge the gap.

Doing nothing will cause us to remain stagnant or at worse it

will cause us to experience even more crime, disengagement

and bloodshed. Nevertheless I am still sending an impassioned

plea to the elders-‘

You have seen the acts and have been given the facts– Let

this truth ring through – The youths need you.
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    FACING THE FACTS
     carlyle

 harry

CSJAD fundraising campaign fiscal year 2018: Target US$5,000- Please give generously

Letter Review: Can the two
major parties work together?

CSJAD Membership  is open to
Guyanese and their offspring.

If the state media are financed
by taxpayers then why should
the government of the day
shut out opinions that the hi-
erarchy of the administration
doesn’t like?

The Centre for Social Justice and Development and I, share

common objectives around seeing racial and political unity in

Guyana.

Thus it was fortunate to come across some useful contri-

butions that were contained in a Letter to the Editor that was

published in a Guyanese-owned Newspaper.  

That letter headlined by the words “GOOD FAITH PO-

LITICAL DIALOGUE IN THE NATIONAL INTEREST”

was written by Mr. Samuel Goolsaran (who I know).

In the final analysis...Why have two, when ONE can do.

The major contributions that were highlighted by the Letter-

Writer include:

• REASONS FOR THE LETTER:—Mr. Goolsarran’s

letter encouraged an open debate and advocacy for national

consensus and national unity by the main political parties whose

actions and postures impact the lives of all in Guyana. He con-

cluded “It is time to look forward, to put aside continuing cam-

paign for political points, and transcend the blame game....Let

us be frank and admit that in reality, we live in a fractured, di-

vided, wounded and bleeding country related to the politics of

race and looking ethnicity in the contest for political power and

dominance by the PPP and PNC for over sixty years.” Mr.

Goolsarran asked “How long must this nation wait for the po-

litical conflicts and contests between these two dominant politi-

cal forces to come to an end for the national good? Do we need

a Truth and Reconciliation Commission (like South Africa) to

bring healing to this nation? Do we need the Secretary General

of the United Nations to provide a facilitator to stimulate the

dialogue process and mediate differences as may be neces-

sary?“

In construction/erection terms, The Letter-writer has to be

complimented for using his hammer (the pen) to hit the nail on

the head.

• THE ADVANTAGES OF DIALOGUE—Continuing

his solvent-laden letter, Mr. Goolsarran noted that “Political dia-

logue between the leaders of the PPP and the PNC on gover-

nance and on social and economic matters should be promoted

and adopted as a matter of high priority for the national good.

The objective is to foster confidence, high trust, mutual under-

standing, cordial and civil communication and good relations at

the national level. The objective is also to find agreed solutions

to political governance and socio-economic problems and is-

sues, and to forge national consensus for political governance

and national development. The promotion of political and so-

cial justice in Guyana could be achieved if the PPP and the

PNC are involved in the search for appropriate solutions through

genuine dialogue”. Elucidating on his concept of dialogue, Mr.

Goolsarran pointed out “They have the major responsibility in

the success of the dialogue process....Genuine political dialogue

between the PPP and the PNC offers potential opportunities

from which all can gain. The parties are challenged to commit

themselves to engage in determined dialogue, based on the prin-

ciples of mutual trust and good faith...Success in the mutual

outcome of political dialogue also requires national commitment

and national political will. The building of confidence and trust,

their maintenance and sustainability require a high degree of

commitment and national leadership.”

• CONSENSUS-CHALLENGES.    Mr. Goolsarran

views the challenge to consensus this way “In Guyana the real

challenge is to develop national  consensus in the form of na-

tional accord on political governance and an agreed program

for social, economic, and human development in the interest of

the national communities....National consensus agreements pro-

vide the framework for strategies to achieve good political gov-

ernance, international competitiveness, higher standards of liv-

ing, improved social protection, a stable currency, investment-

friendly policies and a more development-conducive political

and social climate in environments which uphold and respect

fundamental rights and freedoms at all levels in the national com-

munity.”

• POSSIBLE OUTCOMES, Mr. Goolsarran feels that

the outcome of political dialogue could promote effective man-

agement of the economy in a climate of good political gover-

nance with participation of civil society, being crucial for agree-

ing on measures for balanced economic, social and political

developments.

In Mr. Goolsarran’s opinion, The Governing Authority of

the National Assembly and the Government bore heavy respon-

sibility for ensuring that good governance prevailed. He opined

“The manner in which power is exercised in the management of

a country’s economic and social resources for development,

reflects fairness and effective political, economic and social

justice....A country that is committed to such good political

governance will ensure that there is genuine participation by the

political and social partners who must demonstrate credibility,

transparency, and accountability in the administration and man-

agement of national affairs.”

• IMPLEMENTATION OF NATIONAL STRATE-

GIES. Mr. Goolsarran before advancing strategies, summarized

the main challenges facing Guyana in terms of national strate-

gies to promote a mature political culture, they include eco-

nomic growth, social, political, and human development, call

for actions at the national level. “It is for the Government, the

political parties, private sector, the labour movement and civil

society in Guyana.

√ To respect, promote and realize in good faith the fun-

damental principles of human rights enshrined in our National

Constitution and laws, UN Conventions, and Regional and other

International Treaty obligations; and

√ To adopt through genuine and sustained political dia-

logue, changes in political governance and the management of

national socio-economic and political affairs. Those must be

promoted in a paradigm shift – from the prolonged confronta-

tional and divisive posture to one which cultivated consensus

and cooperation in the national interest.”

• STARTING AFRESH. Mr. Goolsarran is suggesting

that genuine dialogue between the PNC and the PPP should

begin afresh, and without delay in order to achieve national con-

sensus and to move the country forward as a united nation. He

concluded “My list for genuine dialogue include: building confi-

dence and high trust; agree on a shared vision for Guyana; con-

stitutional reform aimed at creating a broad based, inclusive

Government which can elect the President     See page...........10
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Weaponizing cheap propaganda
By: Verian Mentis-Barker

Official mendacity can sometimes be strategy and even some

not so discreet embellishment can be tolerated.

But this exhuming of the past by recycling decades old

video, regurgitating material that has been declassified so long

it’s seldom recalled as having ever been secret, stoking the

embers of smoldering racism is a crude, unimaginative kind of

political butchery that guts the art of propaganda of its clever

elegance and offers us that cheap hollering of the desperate too

unimaginative come up with a new line of attack.

It’s an understatement that the PPP Opposition is losing its

mind on the sidelines of Government, as contracts for multiple

hundreds of millions are being made when they no longer have

access to the treasury and creative budgeting with Ministers of

Finance waving magic wands while their wives, Director(s) of

Audit Office sign off on their manufactured transactions.

Libelous, they say.

Hardly, when there is a direct correlation between the natu-

ral resource harvesting contracts doled out to China and Russia

during PPP tenure and the inverse relationship to GDP per capita

– in a shrinking population – added to stagnant living standards

and expanded poverty manifesting along a specific racial fault

line, as evidence of same lives on for posterity.

The prediction of a Jagdeo win in 2020 continues to be

brandished in the general arena of Guyana’s politics, delivered

both as a promise and a threat by those prostituting for posi-

tion, should there be a PPP Fairy God Father and the accep-

tance of atonement some are singularly exhibiting for PPP

consumption…having switched politics to serve every Political

Party, in search of ever- eluding personal validation.

The threat, they bellow, was conducted by reputable poll-

ster – North American Caribbean Teachers Association – a

group comprised mostly, if not totally, of East Indians and

founded by a Dr. Vishnu Bisram, a panting Jagdeo supporter

whose politics veers sharply off the road of patriotic dedication

to country into the ditch of partisan ideology à la PPP.

A not so kind chuckle applicable to the science behind

the ‘pole’ a more apt term for what was allegedly conducted.

And look. I am willing to publish a retraction if the poll-

sters and their supporters would publish checkable data sup-

porting their claims, appended to the official registration of the

North American Caribbean Teachers Association with the body

that grants it recognition as a ‘real -real ‘ Association.

That may help those of us deluged with the badly crafted

emails emblazoned with ominous headlines of the impending fall

of the Coalition with concurrent ascension of the PPP to the

turrets of the Guyana Oil Kingdom come 2020, understand the

frenetic need to share film, old film of Forbes Burnham pur-

portedly ‘rigging’ elections and dated, stale dated videos of

Clarissa Riehl complaining about then candidate Granger’s

aloofness and cloistered posture, on loop.

“The nation must get to the truth about all the years so we

can plot a future based on facts”…responded the rabid racist

to whom I posed the question of ‘why’ cushioned by some well-

placed consonants, in response to the scrapbook of film and

choppy narrative that reads like a comic clip with scripted laugh

lines, spammed to my email.

Seriously… “plot a future”…

I’ll graciously accept the skewering for my dexterity in our

official language by those who are limited to conjunctions but if

we ‘plot’ our future, I can only foresee a dark outcome… so I

would suggest ‘plan’ which would denote stratagem and not

the dark and sinister that ‘plot’ portends…

….a small benefit of literary contextualizing…taught to me

in Guyana…

Of course, “facts based upon all the years” to which this

person refers will never include years like 1889 through 1939

that chronicle the social wedge designed by the colonialists to

conquer and control their enslaved by division, or the traits of

East Indian as delineated by Rev. William Arthur’s Mission to

the Mysore. Why not just hover over Dr. Jung Bahadur Singh’s

doctrine of East Indian Ascendance and the British Guiana East

Indian Association (BGEIA)…it’s always a good place to start;

where the country is projected as being the domain of one race

with a future racing towards a ‘Fantastic New India’.

The hysterically unimaginative headings like “Evidence of

two horses voting in the rigged PNC 1968 elections” sell a

profound absence of intellectual curiosity so tightly wrapped in

boastful ignorance that it actually mistakes itself for genius…

rivaled only by its sibling “Tillerson is gone, what does this

mean for Guyana?” another showing of such complete lack

that it cannot be roused even in to partial shame.

Spurned by the Coalition he was, is the word.

Apparently, this Propagandist (in spite of his non-prowess

at the fundamental level of creating a simple headline ) had vi-

sions of being the Chairman of Guysuco or its CEO- whichever

would have catapulted him to the prominence he craves with

the letters he appends to his name and though wanting to serve

one’s country is admirable, one should not become the diamet-

ric opposite if one fails the selection process, despite the help of

an old friend who ascended to heights that would have been

unreachable had he not been part of the Coalition…

Look. When deployed with the wisdom with which it was

originally conceived, propaganda can serve a veritable purpose

to further messaging but it is not to be conflated with persuasion

which is what takes those not married to the base, those who

are more literate and tech savvy, au fait with the way govern-

ments operate in the Western World, to the polls.

There is now a younger breed of voter disgusted by the

premise that racial and ethnic loyalty dictate that the vote is cast

for people who look like them. These are the people who spent

the 23 years until 2015 under one political umbrella mostly with

a relatively young President who, along with his minions, grew

exponentially rich, while the tumbling literacy rate and negligible

employment opportunities matched the murder and mayhem of

the country being used as a hub for all things illicit. They’ve

taken note of that…as they recall the orchestrated procrastina-

tion of Local Government Elections and the diversion of fund-

ing from communities that were not in that government’s strong-

hold, the helplessness they felt by the obliteration of democracy

and the steamrolling of partisan practices specifically to keep

specific politicians at the helm, with wealth siphoning in their

general direction. Add them to the older voters who are now

ready to move past ambivalence and swing towards the politics

of country.

And these are the miscalculations of this Propagandist

whose artillery continues to back fire every time he talks of the

West throwing its support Behind Burnham in 1964 because

every time he does this, people remember that the West was

saving the country from Communism proposed by Cheddi and

Janet- a less virulent strain of which emaciated the country for

the twenty three years prior to 2015 that his Party was in power.

Similarly, every time he plays the video of the PNC dis-

senter venting frustrations with the aloofness of David Granger,

he has to acknowledge that she is now the Nation’s High Com-

missioner to Canada and has been for the past two years….

It’s a kind of poetic justice … watching the lies collapse

under their weight every time the truth is spoken… for it is true

that the West supported Burnham but definitely for the greater

good. And as for why Propagandist Uno still peddles the star of

his video showing disgruntlement and not her accepting the in-

strument of her commission? Poor thing is   See page...........12
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It’s the same sad storyStemming corruption

The Christopher Columbus Myth -

By Guyanese-born Dr. Ivan Van Sertima

Corruption became a culture in Guyana under the last

administration. Its prevalence is evident in almost all state agen-

cies and government departments. It is difficult to change the

culture of any country which is embedded in the psyche of

people, but the culture of corruption is the result of greed, and

corrupt behaviour is determined by the relative strengths or

weaknesses of institutions.

In order to reduce corruption in Guyana, the government

must take extreme measures against offenders by sending them

to jail. This will send a clear message that corruption would not

be tolerated.    

Rich and powerful people in other countries have spent

time in jail for corruption.

In Nigeria, almost every day someone is prosecuted for

corruption and sent to jail if convicted, but nothing seems to

change because there are too many of them. Even though Guyana

is different from Nigeria in that it is a smaller country, with a

much smaller population and its institutions are also smaller which

make them more manageable, no one has been jailed so far.

Between 2000 and 2015, corruption has wreaked havoc

on the country, thus making Guyana the second most corrupt

nation in the Caribbean, after Haiti. It is estimated that corrup-

tion cost the taxpayers about G$520 billion in procurement fraud,

which amounts to roughly G$35 billion annually. However, sev-

eral international experts have claimed that the number is much

higher, given the more than one trillion dollars in contracts

awarded to friends and relatives of members of the then admin-

istrators.

Highlighting the effects of corruption, former UN Secre-

tary, Ban Ki-moon said: When desperately needed develop-

ment funds are stolen by corrupt individuals and institutions,

poor and vulnerable people are robbed of the education, health

care and other essential services.”

Over the years, governments here have enacted laws to

curb corruption, but they have been weak and ineffective. Any

law or strategy to tackle corruption cannot be effective without

a combination of civic and criminal actions. It means that cor-

rupt officials will be prosecuted and the stolen money or prop-

erty confiscated and returned to the state.

Jailing corrupt officials and removing the financial incentive

will make them think twice of being corrupt. This invariably will

help to change the culture of corruption in the country.

Recently, the Deputy Director of Guyana’s State Assets

Recovery Agency (SARA) Aubrey Heath-Retemyer told the

nation that his agency has 25 solid cases to prosecute officials

of the previous government who have acquired properties and

money unlawfully by using their then privileged positions. He

explained that the State Asset Recovery Act provides for all

stolen properties to be returned to the state if there is cogent

evidence to satisfy the court that the property is the proceeds of

unlawful conduct of a public official.

According to Heath-Retemyer, a retired Major of the

Guyana Defence Force, the Act is designed to stem the tide of

corruption while at the same time return all recovered stolen

property to the state or demand adequate compensation if the

property is damaged beyond repair. It is hoped that the enact-

ment of the State Asset Recovery Act would lead to a reduc-

tion of corruption. He stated that SARA is currently working

with other state agencies to retrieve properties and land pur-

chased by officials in the last government at below market value.

Despite being accused of a witch-hunt by the PPP, Heath-

Retemyer made it quite clear that no one is above the law, and

that there is no protection for anyone involved in corrupt acts in

this or the previous government.

Three years ago, Guyanese voted for a  change , essen-

tially because of the massive corruption, arrogance, lack of ac-

countability and transparency, and crime, especially extra-judi-

cial killings and armed robbery. Today, many are asking what is

happening to our country. Where are we headed right now?

Who is in charge, and if they can show, rather than claim, that

someone is in charge, then they should step up and begin to

lead us somewhere.

Many believe that the current government is performing

poorly. Since taking office, it has failed to reverse the failings of

the last administration or lift the country from its underdevelop-

ment status.

Underdevelopment is not just a collection of statistical in-

dices. It is also a state of mind, a way of expression, a form of

outlook and a collective personality marked by chronic infirmi-

ties and forms of maladjustment. While this description is a bit

harsh, it deserves our attention. There is no doubt that signifi-

cant employment, financial and engineering capital are being lost

due to corruption, kick-backs from contracts and sloppy work

by  contractors .

In some cases, contracts that  start  off at a few million

dollars eventually run into tens of millions, which no one could

explain and no one is called to publicly  account  for .This was

the case with the previous government and it is happening un-

der our noses right now.

Political scientists have claimed that there is no such thing

as honest, uncorrupt or righteous politicians. Part of the reason

is their constant denial of the truth.

Let’s face it, our culture is corrupt and our work ethic,

attitudes and behaviours are geared more towards underdevel-

opment than progress. We should realize that we compete not

only among ourselves, but more so with the outside world; there-

fore, we could face harder times if we do not adjust our

behaviour and improve our work ethic. In truth, we have cre-

ated a very corrupt, deviant culture and the rot of our indisci-

pline has become unbearable. The decline must stop. We must

change course if we are to progress.

It has been repeated ad nauseam that we have delved into

darkness with regard to crime, corruption and vindictiveness,

especially by those in the past government. Except for corrup-

tion, which brought enormous wealth to a selected group dur-

ing that period, the country has nothing much to show for the

economic windfall it is blessed with after 50 years of indepen-

dence.

Today, those who are given the mantle to rule have not

done so judiciously and efficiently either. In fact, it’s the same

sad story. It seems that white collar crime is so much of the

norm in the country that we accept it as part of our lives and no

one is brought before the courts for unimaginable losses. White

collar crime is not even really discussed in society as we discuss

street crime, such as armed robbery and gang violence.

While there is relative stability in the country, the people

have far less confidence for the long term future, with issues

such as crime. And the same can be said for the business sec-

tor, which justifiably continues to express grave concerns. We

cannot continue to just hope and pray that our myriad problems

will go away. They will not. It is time for our government and

relevant  authorities to seriously address the things that have

been affecting our people from time immemorial.
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‘Will-power is the key to success.
Successful people strive no matter what

they feel by applying their will to

overcome apathy, doubt or fear’

THE HAGUE, On Thursday 29 March 2018, the Co-opera-

tive Republic of Guyana (hereinafter “Guyana”) filed an appli-

cation against the Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela (hereinafter

“Venezuela”) with the International Court of Justice (ICJ), the

principal judicial organ of the United Nations. In its Application,

Guyana requests the Court “to confirm the legal validity and

binding effect of the Award Regarding the Boundary between

the Colony of British Guiana and the United States of Venezu-

ela, of 3 October 1899 (hereinafter the ‘1899 Award’)”. The

Applicant claims that the 1899 Award was “a full, perfect, and

final settlement” of all questions relating to determining the bound-

ary line between the colony of British Guiana and Venezuela.

Guyana affirms that, between November 1900 and June 1904,

a joint Anglo-Venezuelan Boundary Commission “identified, de-

marcated and permanently fixed the boundary established by

the . . . Award” before the signing of a Joint Declaration by the

Commissioners on 10 January 1905 (referred to by Guyana as

the “1905 Agreement”). Guyana contends that, in 1962, for the

first time, Venezuela contested the Award as “arbitrary” and

“null and void”. This, according to the Applicant, led to the sign-

ing of the Agreement to resolve the controversy between Ven-

ezuela and the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern

Ireland over the frontier between Venezuela and British Guiana

at Geneva on 17 February 1966 (hereinafter the “Geneva Agree-

ment”), which “provided for recourse to a series of dispute settle-

ment mechanisms to finally resolve the controversy”. Guyana

submits that the Geneva Agreement authorized the United Na-

tions Secretary-General to decide which appropriate dispute

resolution mechanism to adopt for the peaceful settlement of the

dispute, in accordance with Article 33 of the United Nations

Charter. The Applicant further argues that: “On 30 January 2018,

. . . Secretary-General [H.E.] António Guterres determined that

the Good Offices Process had failed to achieve a peaceful settle-

ment of the controversy. He then took a formal and binding

decision, under Article IV, paragraph 2 of the Agreement, to

choose a different means of settlement under Article 33 of the

Charter. In identical letters to both Parties, he communicated

the terms of his decision that, pursuant to the authority vested in

him by the Geneva Agreement, the controversy shall be settled

by recourse to the International Court of Justice.” - 2 - Guyana

states that it “files [the] Application pursuant to the Secretary-

General’s decision”. In its Application, Guyana requests the

Court to adjudge and declare that: “(a) The 1899 Award is

valid and binding upon Guyana and Venezuela, and the bound-

ary established by that Award and the 1905 Agreement is valid

and binding upon Guyana and Venezuela; (b) Guyana enjoys

full sovereignty over the territory between the Essequibo River

and the boundary established by the 1899 Award and the 1905

Agreement, and Venezuela enjoys full sovereignty over the ter-

ritory west of that boundary; Guyana and Venezuela are under

an obligation to fully respect each other’s sovereignty and terri-

torial integrity in accordance with the boundary established by

the 1899 Award and the 1905 Agreement; (c) Venezuela shall

immediately withdraw from and cease its occupation of the east-

ern half of the Island of Ankoko, and each and every other

territory which is recognized as Guyana’s sovereign territory in

accordance with the 1899 Award and 1905 Agreement; (d)

Venezuela shall refrain from threatening or using force against

any person and/or company licensed by Guyana or engage in

economic or commercial activity in Guyanese territory as de-

termined by the 1899 Award and 1905 Agreement, or in any

maritime areas appurtenant to such territory over which Guyana

has sovereignty or exercises sovereign rights, and shall not in-

terfere with any Guyanese or Guyanese-authorised activities in

those areas; (e) Venezuela is internationally responsible for vio-

lations of Guyana’s sovereignty and sovereign rights, and for all

injuries suffered by Guyana as a consequence.”

Note: The Court’s press releases are prepared by its Registry for

information purposes only and do not constitute official docu-

ments. The full text of Guyana’s Application of 29 March 2018 will

be available shortly on the Court’s website.

Guyana/Venezuela Boundry Dispute

ICJ Press Release

(Continued from cover page) her husband’s unjust incarcera-

tion, and won! Victory is liberating, especially when it comes

from the pursuit of a good cause.

Winnie is revered by South Africans as “Mother of the na-

tion” or “Mama Africa,” names that cannot be disputed. For

she not only mothered her biological children, the role was also

thrust on her to mother a nation, a people, a region, who were

legally considered lesser than and treated in like manner.

A mother to millions, though at times she may have

stumbled, she never gave up on leading the flock and injecting

needed doses of confidence of what can be achieved, if one

believes and pursues.

Some have argued that as Deputy Minister she failed to

perform satisfactorily and was deserving of the expulsion from

the Cabinet and Government of President Nelson Mandela.

Others have paid attention to other acts of transgressions to

question her worthiness. These shortcomings do not define or

represent the totality of the woman.

The African National Congress, of which she was a mem-

ber, saw her as one of the major contenders for and in its lead-

ership. Regardless of shortcomings or pitfalls, Winnie stood out

as a pivotal person and leader in sustaining that “Long Walk to

Freedom” and making freedom possible, in her lifetime, for the

people of South Africa.

She was a heroine among heroines, a fighter among the

most ferocious of fighters, a role model worthy of emulation,

be it by man, woman or child. May her soul rest in peace and

militancy for justice and equality permeate the world.

Winnie, a heroine of the
Liberation struggles

During Black History MonthDuring Black History MonthDuring Black History MonthDuring Black History MonthDuring Black History Month
people should make a commitment topeople should make a commitment topeople should make a commitment topeople should make a commitment topeople should make a commitment to
engage in historical thinking…engage in historical thinking…engage in historical thinking…engage in historical thinking…engage in historical thinking…

_______________________
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Tears and madness take centre stage
By: Adam Harris

The recent forum on illicit drugs at the Ramada Georgetown

Princess Hotel offered some revealing statistics. Minister of

Public Security, Khemraj Ramjattan, found research that not

only shocked but also caused people to ask questions.

His research revealed that people in this corner of the world

were killing more people than those who were raining death in

the war zones. I kept following the happenings in Syria and

Mosul. I saw the horrifying effects. Bombs rained on communi-

ties killing many and trapping others in the rubble of collapsed

buildings.

In Latin America and the Caribbean, we apparently have a

war of a different sort, because more people have been killed.

One research showed that in Brazil, the number of deaths in

one month was more than the people killed in either Mosul or in

Syria, where the United Nations had to appeal to the aggres-

sors to allow help to reach the besieged people.

When I look at Guyana, Trinidad and Jamaica, I see a

battlefield of a different sort. The year is just three months old

and already nearly 140 people have been killed in Trinidad. In

Jamaica the figure is much higher. There were no soldiers on the

ground and no bombs fell from the skies to kill the victims.

In Guyana, we are not too far behind. Last week alone

three people died, all violently. One of the killings was particu-

larly savage. There was this man shooting his woman in the

head. When she fell he pumped thirteen more bullets into her

body.

This kind of killing is left to the wars, where in the heat of

battle, people lose all sense of reasoning. However, if the victim

is unarmed then the killer would be prosecuted to the full extent

of the law. There will be no insanity defence, although the con-

ditions could have sparked such a defence.

I followed this particular case especially after I heard about

a Facebook posting that suggested that there was a death threat.

Then there were reports of friends reporting that the woman

was often the victim of abuse. But for the greater part, she often

said nothing.

More recently I began to hear of infidelity. From my point

of view, they were not married, although they lived like man and

wife. I always say that there is not a woman who is worth one

day in jail. If a woman begins to get a roving eye then it means

that I am not doing something right. The end result is that I

should move on and let the woman enjoy her life.

People began to talk about this now dead woman having a

partner who lived overseas. They also said that she was to have

travelled overseas this month end, sparking a comment from

the killer that she surely would not be going anywhere this month

end.

Where things become interesting is when the killer is taken

to court. Every newspaper screamed about the tearful killer.

There is this shooter who had no compunction to shooting an

unarmed woman, crying before the magistrate. Some said that

he cried uncontrollably and I find this strange.

Of interest was the fact that those who witnessed the per-

formance were also reduced to tears. Among them were his

relatives and close friends. I suspect that even my court re-

porter cried, but I cannot swear to that.

A man who earlier threatened to destroy his career and

put the woman in a box. He knew what he was talking about

and he knew what he was doing. This killing was premeditated.

But let us assume that he had mental issues, then it is frightening

to think that a mentally ill man was allowed to walk around with

a loaded firearm. According to his lawyer, this man was seeing

a psychiatrist for the past two years.

Did he talk about the voices he was hearing in his head?

Did he talk about the visions he saw? Did he talk about his

violent fits of anger?

Being the aide de camp to the Chief of Staff of the Guyana

Defence Force, this mentally ill man from time to time would

have been in the company of President David Granger. That

was a dangerous situation. Yet it would seem that the army was

oblivious to any danger this man could have posed to anyone,

including himself.

For all the focus this man attracted because centre stage

belonged to him, there was another killer who must be men-

tioned. Coming out of Berbice was the case of two teenagers

who killed a watchman by slitting his throat and breaking his

leg.

I am still trying to wrap my head around the mindset of

these teenagers. Then there was the mother who for all the love

in the world clung to her killer son. What was their conversation

about? I remember the mother who swore by her son to the

bitter end until she was confronted with the evidence. This hap-

pened on Croal Street.

The son was with others when he snatched a gold chain

from someone and on being chased, dived into the canal to hide

under a bridge on Avenue of the Republic.

People began to talk, so the mother turned up on the scene

and swore by her son until a man recovered the body with the

gold chain still clenched in his fist.

My mother always sent me to take back what did not be-

long to me. She also did not go out of her way to defend me

when I was in the wrong. Knowing how she was, I always tried

to keep as best as possible to the straight and narrow. Of course

I raided fruit trees; of course dodged the owners, and if I was

spotted and reported on, I was quick to own up, because to do

otherwise was to attract the wrath of a woman who said that

she was embarrassed.

Yet nothing beats the tearful killer.

___________________________

(Continued from page.....6)  by two-thirds vote by the National

Assembly and which caters for one Vice President; allocating

the constitutionality of ministerial portfolios based on the pro-

portional strengths of the parties forming the Government; elec-

toral reforms; fixed national election date, and an agreed

programme for political, social, economic and human develop-

ment for the national good for all citizens”.

       

Letter Review: Can the two
major parties work together?

  *********

Nothing could be better,

Than working with a letter,

From a writing contributor,

Who looks at the UNITY matter?

Mr. G is calling on the main Parties,

To indulge in advocacies,

That focus on the country

and its Counties.
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APNU+AFC in three years achieved what it took PNC/ PPP decades to do

“Everyone has the right to a standard

of living- adequate for the health of

himself and of his family.....”

 "Emancipate yourself from mental slavery,"

because "None but ourselves can free our minds"

Much has been done in Guyana since 2015
but passed unnoticed by many people...

Minister of Social Cohesion is interested
in ‘on the ground’ approach to developing

National Unity.

On Thursday, March 22nd
2018, marked the 100th birth
anniversary of Dr. Cheddi
Jagan, the late President of
Guyana. The occasion was ob-
served in several countries
where large numbers of
Guyanese reside.

Dr. Cheddi Jagan

Not unexpectedly, the discontinuation of the Lewis and

Hinds columns at the Guyana Chronicle ignited some debate in

the media. Significantly, all four of the main political parties were

drawn out of their creases to answer the fundamental political

questions that arose from what PNC General Secretary, Amna

Ally, described as a “little issue.”

Ms. Ally’s characterization reflects the kind of myopic poli-

tics that has doomed Guyana these past seven decades—the

kind of politics that ignores the lessons of history and the nature

of the society. Ms. Ally may be extreme in this regard, but all

our government leaders suffer from this grave affliction.

When the story first broke, one of my left-wing friends

asked me if the “masses” would raise their voices. I told her

mass protest over such matters is a thing of the past—the masses

have become either immune to such authoritarianism or are com-

promised by the logic of ethnic politics. This is not to say that

Guyanese are not outraged by government over-reach—they

are. The volume of private messages of solidarity and outrage I

received bears this out. For most government supporters there

is a mixture of shame and fear—fear that any show of public

outrage would benefit the PPP.

I told my friend that although the masses would not rise,

the story would become big, because quite apart from the issue

of freedom of expression, the discontinuation of the columns

goes to the core of the character of the government.  I was not

wrong.

This Chronicle fiasco is just the latest episode in a long

worrying list of indiscretions by this government. Despite offers

to move the column to other news outlets, I chose to remain at

the Chronicle as a matter of principle and political strategy. I

was sure that they would eventually move because they have

the power to do so and because they think they could get away

with it. After all, Hinds and Lewis have no constituency.

The responses of the parties are instructive. The WPA used

the occasion to reflect on the quality of governance in the coun-

try and the party’s continued association with the government.

Unlike the other three main parties, the WPA holds itself and is

held to a different standard. The party is steeped in a political

counter-culture that is grounded in an independent, transforma-

tive praxis that is broader and deeper than electoralism. While

the party today is not what it was in the 1970s and 1980s, it will

always be judged by the standards and praxis of those years.

The removal of the columns, partly because it involved a

leading WPA member, has once again forced the party to take

a hard look at its role in contemporary Guyanese politics. If the

public utterings by two of its leading executives, one of its

founder-members and members of its Overseas Associates are

anything to go by, that discourse will be most interesting.

Based on the comments of three of its leaders—Ramotar,

Jagdeo and Nandlall— the PPP found itself “between a rock

and a rocky place.” While they sought to nail the PNC and the

government and ridicule the WPA for being naïve, none of them

condemned the action. They could not, because that’s how they

operated in relation to the state media when they governed, and

that’s precisely how they would operate when they get their

hands on power again. So, they sought to score political points

on something that they themselves are guilty of. Their criticisms

made no impact on the situation.

The AFC also did not condemn the action. They could

not, because some of their members were directly involved,

and because they have been reduced to rubberstamping, par-

ticipating or covering up government excesses.

By: Dr. David Hinds

The party statement didn’t say much, but party leader,

Raphael Trotman, without being nasty, repeated the

government’s doctrine in relation to the state media. According

to him, the AFC as a party had nothing to do with the decision,

but the government’s voice needs to be stronger in the state

media. The AFC has become a victim of its own lack of politi-

cal morality—it is in love with power which it didn’t struggle for

and so is careless with it. History has already started to be harsh

on that party.

The other defining statements came from the PNC. The

party General Secretary’s statement was dealt with above. Min-

ister Harmon, who is not a doctrinaire PNC member, gave the

most honest and commonsense official comment. He basically

said he did not find the columns worrying, but did not deny that

some of his colleagues did. Harmon is a drop of good water in

what is fast turning into an ocean of bad water.

Enter the president. His was the most studied and deliber-

ate statement. He also did not condemn the action. As a presi-

dent who is usually very open to finding out the truth via Com-

missions of Inquiry, he didn’t go there on this issue. He stressed

the need for “responsible” expression in the state media, aimed

at ensuring citizens get information to make informed decisions.

So, when you couple the refusal to condemn the action

with the view that the state media, unlike the private media, has

the responsibility of giving citizens information to make informed

decisions, the message is clear. The question is what or who are

the citizens expected to make these informed decisions on. The

government, of course.

None of the government spokespersons denied that the

matter was raised at cabinet. None of them denied that indi-

vidual ministers may have given the Editor in Chief the orders to

act. None of them condemned the action. None of them ex-

pressed an interest in finding out if the charge that the decision

was politically influenced is true or not. In the final analysis, all

of them engaged in cover-up. That is what our politics have

been reduced to.

I knew that they would eventually remove the column, be-

cause unfortunately this government is   See page................12
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(Continued from page...............11)  essentially no different from the

previous ones when it comes to the management of political

power. What it took the PNC and the PPP governments two

decades and more to achieve, this one has achieved in three

short years.

While the previous ones used naked force and violence,

this one is much subtle. But in the end the outcome is the same—

suppression of dissent, personalization of power and disregard

for both the negative short and long-term consequences of their

actions.

One of the consequences of this action is that we have

now returned to the days when there are dire consequences for

criticism of government, including losing your job. If Lincoln

Lewis and I depended on our columns to make a living, today

we would be out of a job–not because we are unskilled writers,

but because we dared to criticize the political gods of our time.

I am sure that few citizens would now feel free to criticize

the government in public. Young people especially would be

fearful. Like previous governments, this one has now officially

muzzled criticism of government. When you kill critique, you

kill the soul of the country.

The columns have been picked up by the Kaieteur News,

so personally we are not muzzled. The symbolism of removing

the columns from the Chronicle is this: Lewis and I are used to

send a message to others to toe the line or be gone from gov-

ernment institutions.  We were there under the two previous

governments. The more we change, everything remains the same.

Only yesterday those in government used their majority in

parliament to punish the PPP for using the state media as party

property. Now they are in power, they are doing exactly that

which the flayed the PPP for doing.

Power in the hands of the power-drunk is dangerous. But

what the powerful always forget is that one day they would lose

power. When the PPP comes back to power and they do ex-

actly what this Coalition has done, the latter would have no

moral authority to criticize and block them. And therein lies

Guyana’s problem.

When the PNC lost power in 1992 because they were so

discredited, they could not effectively check the PPP, thus mak-

ing it easier for the PPP to construct an elected dictatorship.

Since the PPP lost power three years ago, it has not been able

to legitimately combat government excesses. And the trend con-

tinues, as our country remains locked in a cycle of dictatorship.

Significantly, only one of the many African-centered orga-

nizations—the Pan African, Guyana branch—had the courage

to condemn the action. If you cannot stand on the side of justice

because a Black government is in power, you would have no

moral standing when you attempt to lift your voices when the

PPP returns to power. On this score, these organizations are as

guilty as the actions they enable with their silence.

These persons can no longer look Indian Guyanese in their

faces and tell them that they enabled Jagdeo and the PPP.

APNU+AFC in three years achieved
what it took PNC/ PPP decades to do

(Continued from page....7) confused because on aisle dissenters

become either indelibly smeared or unresurrectably dead.

But for real though, recycling the same damnation does

inject a titer of toxins into the portion of the body politic that is

already peevish. This time it appears to be the crusade of those

who seek preferential treatment for “their own” based on “an-

cestry”, as if ancestral lineage belongs only to one people.

I’ve long said that the protracted protection of specific lands

for specific people was the guilty conscience of Britain reflected

in a flimsy Independence Agreement that selectively compen-

sated one of the nation’s six peoples… and ignored the one

race that was enslaved, was forced by decree punishable by

physical harm, not excluding death, to abandon its ancestral

habits and manufacture a mores to effect survival.

I’ve long said that Politicians, buying in to White Piety by

basing every political campaign on how well they will uphold

the ‘promise to indigenous people’ with their ‘Mecca’ to the

hinterland to solicit votes, while, paradoxically, stepping on the

country’s motto, ‘One People, One Nation, One Destiny’ to

ignore the one group of people that was submerged by law-

effects of which are irrevocable- is the politics of preference

that has had no place in Guyana since its Independence and its

selection of the words to frame its motto.

And the people to whom politics has pandered have been

dangling that carrot of pledged votes to Parties in every election

as a tool of manipulation, ever since. Border defence has to rise

above the primitive concept of “frontier communities being the

country’s first line of defense, the guardians of Guyana’s territo-

rial integrity and national security”. It’s not only a portfolio that’s

impractical and burdensome and that frightens tax payers who

expect their borders to be more solidly fortified but it preserves

an entitlement for a specific group of people which flagrantly

violates the motto.

It would be re-assuring for politicians to proceed on the

foundation that Guyana is a multicultural society, one that con-

stitutionally bans preferential privilege for one group of people,

that all people are equal, have the same rights and obligations

under the law. It would be prudent for them to revive the tenets

of the democracy that address equal opportunity for all, re-

affirm that our democracy means equal opportunity without

exclusion and in their politicking, emphasize that our democ-

racy is inclusive, inter-cultural and celebrates cultural differences.

Not so unrelated but thematically linked to the flame throw-

ing is the recent attempt to decry President Granger’s decision

to celebrate the birthdays of Presidents Arthur Chung and

Cheddi Jagan as a slight to Forbes Burnham.

Damn…even the most overzealous of the propagandists

would note that the common thread in celebrating the eminence

of these former Presidents is the fact that they both turn 100

years old this year… and that the suggestion that the Coalition’s

President is an embarrassment …to his party

and ‘nationhood’ no less…and may be pandering… is a cock-

tail of crap shaken and not stirred…the ‘break glass’ back up

when the usual stupidity is rendered flaccid....

To read more click the link below:
https: / /guyaneseonl ine.wordpress .com/2018/04/05/

weaponizing-cheap-propaganda-by-verian-mentis-barker/

Weaponizing cheap propaganda

Two African rights icons are ousted
by a government run by a party

that gets its embrace from
African Guyanese.

Will our political Leaders fail to
inspire the nation and not capitalize

on a progressive era for guyana

Guyana’s 52nd Independence celebration in

New York from May 20, June 3-10, 2018
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Extraordinary people
survive under the most
terrible circumstance

and they become more
extraordinary due to it.

       NOTHING

It is important to
emphasize that Suicide
cannot be considered in

isolation. Instead,
the solution requires a

collaborative and
broader approach...

THE ABSENCE OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT ELECTIONS MAKES CLAIMS OF DEMOCRACY IN GUYANA A BIG GIMMICK

NOTHING LESS WILL SUFFICE UNTIL THERE IS A REVOLUTION OF VALUES
 AND A MORE RADICAL RELOCATING OF POWER TO THE DISPOSSESSED

A Crisis of

Child Abuse in

Guyana

UPCOMING EVENTSUPCOMING EVENTSUPCOMING EVENTSUPCOMING EVENTSUPCOMING EVENTS

CSJAD: Catalyst For Authentic Political Discourse

SATURDAY, APRIL 28th

The Bishop’s High School (Guyana) Alumni Association: May

Hatters’ Tea Party. At: Tropicana Community Services- 1385

Huntingwood Dr., Scarborough. Tickets: $20. For info. Call Denise

at 416-833-1953; Nancy: 416-449-4453; Marva: 647-200-6579.

SATURDAY, MAY 5th

Guyana Ex-Police Assoc. of Canada: Dinner & Dance. At: St.

Peter & Paul Banquet Hall- 231 Milner Ave., Scarborough. Mu-

sic by: Dj Solid Gold. Donation $55. Call Gordon: 905-274-7292.

SUNDAY, MAY 6th

GCAM: Tea Party with a flair. Chic Hat Parade, Teacup Com-

petition, Kiddies Fashion Show etc. At: Centre Communautaire

St. Raymond- 5600 rue Upper Lachine. Tickets: $25. For more

info Call: 514-969-7416 or 514-365-1198;

SUNDAY, MAY 13th

GEMS Int. Cultural Assoc. Inc: 5th Mother’s Day Brunch, ‘Hats

Off’ ft. Jay Harmony. At: Sts Peter & Paul Banquet Hall- 231

Milner Ave. Scarborough. From: 1:30 p.m. Music by Dj Dale.

Ticket info. Call: Charlene at 647-895-0795 or GT 416-751-2461;

SATURDAY, MAY 19th

Linden Fund USA: Annual Breakfast Social, from 8:00 am-12 N.

At Woodbine Social Club, B/klyn, NY. A cultural show of dance

performances and a line-up of gospel, contemporary, and folk

songs. Adults: $25, Kids: $10. Call: Sammy at 646-831-1759.

SATURDAY, JUNE 16th

The Ex-Altar servers & The Guyana Mass Committee: Fund

Raising Dance. At St. Catherine of Genoa School Hall- 870 Al-

bany Ave., B/klyn., NY. Cost $20. Call: Francis at 917-586-2586

Guliana Jacobs-Moses

SUNRISE
09-06-1961

SUNSET
02-03-2018

Working BreakfastWorking BreakfastWorking BreakfastWorking BreakfastWorking Breakfast

Centre for Social Justice and Development Inc.

invites your organization

Email: guyanacjad@yahoo.com
FB: https://www.facebook.com/gtcsjad
 Website: https://sites.google.com/site/

centresocialdevelopment

For more information Call:

Derrick Arjune: 347-683-2598;
Penny Lambert: 646-894-4237;

Tony Jones: 978-382-9459

ON: Saturday, April 14th
TIME: 9:00 a.m to 1:00 p.m.
VENUE: New Life Center for Truth

to a

 2400 Snyder Avenue, B/klyn,
             (Between Bedford & Rogers)


